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Abstract—Routing in Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs)
has found significant attention because of its unique features
such as lack of energy constraints and high-speed vehicles ap-
plications. Besides, since these networks are highly dynamic,
design process of routing algorithms suitable for an urban en-
vironment is extremely challenging. Appropriate algorithms
could be opportunistic routing (OR) where traffic transmis-
sion is performed using the store-carry-forward mechanism.
An efficient OR mechanism, called Location and Direction
Aware Opportunistic Routing (LDAOR), is proposed in this
paper. It is based on the best neighbor node selection by us-
ing vehicles positions, vehicles directions, and prioritization
of messages from buffers, based on contact histories and po-
sitions of neighbor nodes to destination. In LDAOR, when
multiple nodes make contact with a carrier node, the closest
neighbor node to destination is selected as the best forwarder.
However, when only one node makes contact with the carrier
node, the message is delivered to it if it moves toward the des-
tination. Using the ONE simulator, the obtained performance
evaluation results show that the LDAOR operates better than
conventional OR algorithms. The LDAOR not only increases
delivery rate, but also reduces network overhead, traffic loss,
and number of aborted messages.
Keywords—carry-and-forward mechanism, contact history
knowledge, direction and location aware routing, opportunistic
routing, vehicular ad hoc networks.
1. Introduction
The routing algorithms designed for Mobile Ad Hoc Net-
works could not be appropriate for Vehicular Ad Hoc Net-
works (VANETs) since they do not consider inherent fea-
tures of VANET such as high mobility of vehicles (that
leads to frequent topology changes and unstable links), and
short-time connections among vehicles [1], [2]. Therefore,
new routing algorithms must be designed in such a way that
no packet is lost when connections are disconnected. To
solve this problem, opportunistic routing (OR) algorithms
have been proposed for VANETs [3], where packets are
buffered in nodes when a disconnection occurs between two
nodes and there is no continuous path available between
them, thus increasing packets delay [4]. The store-carry
and then forward mechanism is used in these algorithms
when a connection is established, thus increasing delivery
ratio and considerably reducing the data loss rate [5]. This
mechanism keeps messages in node buffers during discon-
nection time, and takes the advantage of node mobility fea-
ture to find appropriate nodes within different partitions in
order to route messages toward their destinations.
New routing algorithms must benefit from history of node
contacts and status of nodes in a network topology for rout-
ing decisions in order to achieve efficient decisions. Due
to the lack of stable links in opportunistic networks, the
memory overhead is high. In addition, since permanent
links do not exist in these networks, the bandwidth of links
becomes an important resource that must be fully utilized
when a contact is made. Therefore, identifying potential
intermediate carrier nodes based on the network knowl-
edge is essential for messages. By efficiently utilizing the
bandwidth for a given message, the opportunity to trans-
mit other messages in the network can increase. These is-
sues motivate us to design a new routing algorithm that re-
solves them.
The authors objective is to propose the Location and Di-
rection Aware Opportunistic Routing (LDAOR) algorithm
that considers position of vehicles to avoid flooding mes-
sages to all contacts and to limit replication rate. The aim
is on reducing the overhead in addition to improving de-
livery ratio, delay, drop ratio, and the number of aborted
messages. In addition, the angle between motion vector of
adjacent nodes and the distance vector from neighbor node
to destination node is considered to avoid sending a mes-
sage to the vehicles moving in the opposite direction of the
message destination.
The authors contribution is the proposal of LDAOR as
a location-based and history-based knowledge OR tech-
nique that chooses the best forwarder node to carry a mes-
sage to its destination based on the position and direc-
tion of the forwarder node with respect to the destination.
In addition, it picks messages for transmission based on
their assigned priorities to quickly forward messages to
their destinations before overflowing of limited buffers used
in nodes.
2. Related Works
The OR algorithms have several prominent functions as:
1. multi-copy,
2. single copy,
3. location-based,
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4. history-based,
5. special node-based [6], [7].
Each one of the OR algorithms can take the advantages
of one or several functions for making their routing de-
cisions.
The first two functions are often used in flooding-based
OR algorithms. Under the first function [8], [9], the copy
of a message is given to all intermediate nodes connected to
a carrier node. This causes a message to move towards its
destination through many directions, thus increasing deliv-
ery rate. However, a message may be given to the vehicles
not moving towards the destination node of the message
making buffers full in nodes, losing a group of messages,
and increasing network overhead. In addition, this func-
tion can seriously reduce the network efficiency under low
network resources [7]. On the other hand, using the sin-
gle copy function, the number of copies of a message is
limited. Either a carrier node or the first node that com-
municates with carrier nodes attempts to directly deliver
the copy of a message to its desired destination [10], [11].
Some techniques dynamically determine the number of re-
quired copies of a message according to network condi-
tions [12]–[15]. The location-based algorithms take the ad-
vantage of physical location of vehicles for routing during
establishing a connection [16]–[20]. These methods decide
regardless of the status of nodes in the past, but their ad-
vantages in using updated information in nodes are consis-
tent with network conditions. Based on the fourth func-
tion, the history of contacts is used for making routing
decisions [9], [21], in which routing decisions are assessed
according to general network conditions within the entire
network and during all the time. However, right decisions
may not be made due to old information. Finally, in OR
based on special nodes [22]–[24], certain nodes are used
to deliver messages to destination nodes.
Many algorithms have been introduced to reduce the flood-
ing effects, e.g., [12]–[15], [25], [26], by forwarding a mes-
sage to high-quality nodes that have better chance for
delivering the message to its destination. The quality of
a node can be defined by various metrics such as the fre-
quency that a node meets other nodes, the frequency that
a node meets the destination, the last contact time of a node
with other nodes, and the last contact time of a node with
the destination. For example, MaxProp [9] is a flooding-
based protocol [12], [27] since a carrier node sends mes-
sages to all contacts without distinguishing between them.
Besides, MaxProp is based on history [7] since it takes
the advantage of history of contact nodes for prioritization
of messages for transmission and for removing from node
buffers. It prioritizes each message based on two criteria:
hop-count, i.e., number of nodes a message has traveled
since its generation, and delivery probability to destination.
When sorted based on hop-count, the messages with the
hop-count smaller than a given threshold have high priority
for transmission. On the other hand, those messages with
hop-counts exceeding the threshold are sorted based on de-
livery probability to their destinations. Then, the messages
with small chance of delivery to their destinations have
the highest priority to be deleted from the buffer when the
buffer is becoming full.
Some OR protocols are location-based that can provide bet-
ter performance results than [28]–[30]. Instead of links
statuses, routing decisions are based on the positions of
source node, destination node and adjacent nodes at con-
tact time. Since location-based protocols do not require
the overhead of saving the information of previous nodes,
they can achieve the desired goal with minimal overhead.
For example, in Packet-Oriented Routing (POR) [18], mes-
sages belonging to far destinations have higher priority for
transmission compared to the messages belonging to close
destinations. There is no limit on buffering messages in
nodes under POR. The POR decides only based on the dis-
tance of an adjacent node to the destination node and does
not consider the history of contacts at all. Using POR,
a carrier node only selects the best forwarder node among
adjacent nodes for all its messages. After prioritizing them,
POR sends the messages in sequence to the new forwarder
node.
The Prophet protocol [21] benefits from the history of con-
tacts of nodes to destination node besides the multi-copy
function. By this history, the delivery probability of a mes-
sage to its destination through adjacent nodes can be com-
puted by a carrier node. Then, the message will be given
to those nodes that have visited the destination node more
than the carrier node itself.
In this paper, the best forwarder nodes are selected using
their statuses at the time of contact to prevent from flooding.
In addition, based on the history of contacts and position
of nodes in the network, priorities are assigned to messages
for sending and removing them from buffers. This can
improve performance parameters in the whole network.
3. The LDAOR Protocol
In the following, the LDAOR protocol shall be described
after stating network model.
3.1. Network Model, Data Structures, and Performance
Parameters
The following shows presented network model and its rel-
evant assumptions:
• The network focuses on vehicle to vehicle commu-
nications in an urban area with many junctions in
which roads are two-way. For example, Helsinki city
includes these features.
• The proposed VANET includes different vehicles
such as privately-owned vehicles (POV), buses and
taxis with special mobility patterns. Among the ve-
hicles, several cars are randomly determined as des-
tination of messages and other are selected as source
vehicles. Destination nodes are considered stationary
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(fixed). This assumption is suitable for applications
such as delivering a message to a base point as access
point.
• Since the speed of nodes cannot exceed a limit in
a city scenario, each node can find the location of
a destination node using a suitable location server,
e.g. the method presented in [32]. Location servers
can provide lookup and publish algorithms to ex-
change information about geographic positions of
nodes in a network. In order to select the best for-
warder nodes, a carrier node needs to calculate the
direction of any candidate node with respect to the
destination node and its distance to the destination
node.
• Each vehicle is equipped with Geographical Position
Systems (GPS) to obtain its current position.
• Since there is no resource without limitation, each
node has a limited buffer.
• Transmission rates in all vehicles are all the same.
• There is no faulty node or link in the network.
• There are two reasons for having low collision in op-
portunistic networks. First, the number of neighbor
nodes that can correctly receive and send messages
is low because of instability links. Second, since the
positions of nodes are different, the nodes do not re-
ceive a request message from a carrier node at the
same time.
The following list shows the data structures required for the
LDAOR protocol:
• Node A uses five fields to keep its status as:
– Node ID – identification code of node A;
– Delivery probability list – the list of delivery
probabilities relevant to delivering of messages
from node A to each one of other nodes. For ex-
ample, if the value of probability in carrier node
B to node A is 0.25, node B has made contact
to node A with probability 0.25 so far. There
is only one delivery probability in node A to
each one of other nodes in the network. When
a contact is made between nodes A and B, de-
livery probabilities are updated in both nodes
based on the method presented in MaxProp. In
the same way, a carrier node may evaluate the
probability of nodes to the destination node for
finding a node on a path with a high contact
probability. To calculate delivery probability,
whenever node X makes contact to node Y, the
value of probability in all nodes is increased
by one, and then the probabilities of all nodes
are re-normalized based on the rule provided
in Section 3 of [9] so that sum of probabilities
in all nodes becomes 1. Thus, delivery prob-
ability list values in a node indicate that this
node moves in either a crowed path or a sparse
path;
– List of MsgIDs already sent – this list keeps
the ID of transmitted messages to other nodes.
For example, consider node A has sent mes-
sages M1 and M2 to node B; and M3, M4, and
M5 to node C. Then, node A keeps {B, (M1,
M2)} and {C, (M3, M4, M5)} in this field. In
the next contact, node A can easily find out that
node B has previously received message M2,
and it will avoid sending message M2 to node
B for the second time. This list is scanned at
some time intervals and the old IDs are removed
from the list;
– Current Location(x, y) – at any time, current
location of node A is obtained from the GPS
system and saved in these fields;
– Previous location(x, y) – previous location of
node A;
– Average transmitted bytes per transfer op-
portunity – when node A makes a contact with
node B, and then sends its messages to node B
within the contact period, total number of trans-
mitted bytes in node A is updated by the size
of transmitted messages.
• Each message M includes the following fields:
– MsgID – identification code of message M
given by the source node. This ID is a com-
bination of node ID and a sequence number
generated by the node;
– Source – the ID of the source node that has
generated message M;
– Destination – the ID of destination node of
message M;
– Hop list – when message M passes through
different intermediate nodes, the IDs of the in-
termediate nodes are recorded in this list;
– TTL – time to live for message M. When TTL
of the message expires, the message should be
deleted.
– Hop-count – This field is set to zero when mes-
sage M is generated. When this message arrives
at an intermediate node, the hop-count field is
incremented by 1;
– Message text – the text of message M.
In a Hello message, there is a field called AckedMsgs. To
avoid propagating a message already reached its destination,
the destination node adds the ID of the delivered message to
the AckedMsgs field of a Hello message and broadcasts it
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in the network. Then, each node receiving this Hello mes-
sage removes the acknowledged messages from its buffer.
The following shows the performance parameters defined
based on the ONE simulator [35]:
• Aborted messages – the number of aborted trans-
missions between nodes divided by total number of
generated messages. A message is aborted when a re-
ceiver node cannot receive the message from a trans-
mitting node because of small contact duration.
• Loss in buffers – number of dropped messages (in-
cluding replicated messages) in buffers due to buffer
overflow. This loss occurs when a receiving node
does not have enough room in its buffer.
• Delivery ratio – message delivery probability de-
fined by
Delivery ratio =
Number of delivered messages
Number of generated messages
.
• Overhead ratio – assessment of bandwidth efficien-
cy defined by
Overhead = Number of relayed messages including replicated message
Number of delivered messages
−
−Number of delivered messages
Number of delivered messages
.
Since in all OR algorithms request messages and re-
ply messages should be communicated between in-
termediate nodes, their overhead has not been con-
sidered in the overhead ratio. According to the above
formula, only those data messages that cannot be de-
livered to their destinations are accounted for over-
head ratio.
• End-to-end delay – average delay from generation
time of a message until successfully delivering to its
destination.
3.2. The LDAOR Protocol
The pseudo code of LDAOR is shown in Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2. It includes two phases: selecting the best
neighbor nodes in order to store-carry and then forward
a message toward its destination (see Subsection 3.2.1),
and prioritization of messages according to MaxProp and
then sorting the messages based on the minimum dis-
tance between neighbor nodes and destination nodes (see
Subsection 3.2.2). To reduce overhead, LDAOR limits the
rate of message replication with respect to physical lo-
cation and direction of neighbor nodes with the desti-
nation node. The LDAOR utilizes both node history in-
formation and node information at the time of contact.
The general parameters used in LDAOR are depicted in
Table 1.
Algorithm 1 : LDAOR, phase 1 – neighbor selection on
contact event
Step 1: Exchange the status of connection to each other
Step 2: Delete the acknowledged messages from the buffer
Step 3: Direct delivery: if the neighbor node is the destination
of any message in the buffer, then deliver it first
Step 4: CM = {}
for each message Mk in carrier node ci do
nk = number of neighbors that have not received Mk
if (nk = 0) then
Mk must still remain in buffer
if (nk = 1) then
gn = best forwarder node based on the angle-based
method
else if (nk > 1) then
gn = best forwarder node based on the distance-
based method
end if
if (nk 6= 0) then add (gn, Mk) to set CM
end for
return CM
Algorithm 2 : LDAOR, phase 2 – determine priorities of
messages for transmission
Step 5: Determine threshold H // similar to MaxProp
Step 6: Split CM into two sections – sorting messages with
hop-count lower than threshold H and messages with hop-count
greater than threshold H
Step 7: for k = 2 to size (CM) do // take all messages in CM
Take messages Mk and Mk−1 from set CM
if (hk < H and hk−1 ≥ H) then
send Mk
else if (hk−1 and hk ≥ H) then
1. if (hk < H and hk−1 < H) then
if (DIk < DIk−1) then Send Mk
else Send Mk−1
end if
2. if (hk ≥H and hk−1 ≥ H) then
if (d pk > d pk−1) then Send Mk
else if (d pk < d pk−1) then Send Mk−1
else // the same dp for forwarders of Mk
and Mk−1
if (DIk < DIk−1) then Send Mk
else Send Mk−1
end if
end if
end for
3.2.1. Neighbor Node Selection (Phase 1)
Whenever a carrier node wants to find a forwarder node, it
should select the best neighbor node as a forwarder node
in phase 1.
Step 1 of phase 1. The operation of the first phase of the
algorithm is as follows. Since LDAOR decides for each
message individually, it is necessary to obtain required in-
formation from its adjacent nodes in order to select the
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Table 1
Notations used in LDAOR
Notation Description
angle
Angle between two location coordinates
for a neighbor node
b Buffer size
ci Carrier node i
cn Candidate neighbor node
CM
Array of selected forwarder nodes with
messages for transmission
DIk
Distance array between neighbor nodes k
and destination node
dic
Distance value between candidate node c
and destination node
dk The destination of the k-th message
dp Delivery probability for a neighbor node
gn Good neighbor
H Threshold on hop-count of a message
hk Hop-count of the k-th message
(lcx, lcy)
Location coordinate for neighbor node
at current time
(l px, l py)
Location coordinate for candidate neighbor
node at previous time
Mk The k-th message in a buffer
−→ND
Distance vector from neighbor node
to destination Mk
nk
Number of neighbors that have not
received Mk
p Portion of buffer
speed Speed of neighbor node cn
ST Average transmitted bytes
~VN Neighbor node velocity vector
(vx, vy) Velocity coordinate of a neighbor node
θ A direction angle of a neighbor node
best forwarder node among them when a contact happens.
This information includes: the acknowledged messages in
order to avoid decision making once again and resend-
ing them again, and the location and direction of neighbor
nodes in order to check their statuses with respect to the
destination of messages, where LDAOR obtains this infor-
mation using location server. These operations are carried
out based on the information available in nodes (see Sub-
section 3.1).
Step 2 of phase 1. After receiving the acknowledge mes-
sage for a transmitted message, a carrier node removes the
message from its buffer. Notice that relative mobility be-
tween two vehicles may be high. Then, there will be a de-
lay in receiving acknowledge of messages. In this case, the
carrier node removes the acknowledged messages from its
buffer using the following mechanism. If the carrier node
has not received the acknowledge for a transmitted mes-
sage, it assumes that the message has not been delivered
to the relevant destination node yet. Therefore, it tries to
find a forwarder node for carrying the message by send-
ing a request message (in order to resubmit the message)
to neighbor nodes. It is likely that some of the neighbor
nodes have already received the acknowledge of the mes-
sage. Hence, they avoid receiving the duplicate message,
and notify the carrier node (with a reply message) that
the message has already been delivered to its destination.
In the worst case, the message may be delivered to a node
that has not received its acknowledge. Nevertheless, it is
likely that its neighbor nodes have already received the ac-
knowledge.
Step 3 of phase 1. If there is a neighbor node which is
the destination of a message in the buffer, LDAOR directly
delivers the message to the neighbor node. By this way,
the number of messages from the buffer will reduce.
Step 4 of phase 1. If there is no destination node for
a message among the neighbor nodes, LDAOR enters the
decision making step for selecting the best neighbor nodes
for carrying the remaining messages inside the buffer of
the carrier node (see Fig. 1).
CM = {}
nK > 1
Yes
Yes
Yes
Select best forwarder node gn
based on the destination-based
method
Select best forwarder node gn
based on the angle-based
method
Each message in carrier nodeM CK i
n CK i= number of neighbors of
nK = 0
nK = 1
MK must still remain in buffer
Add ( , ) to setg M CMn K
No
No
No
Fig. 1. Step 4 in phase 1.
The neighbor node selection mechanism in LDAOR oper-
ates as follows, in which only one forwarder node can be
selected for each message. For a given message, when there
is only one contact that has not previously received the mes-
sage, the carrier node uses the angle-based method. On the
other hand, when the carrier node has several contacts that
neither of them has previously received the message, the
distance-based method is utilized for forwarder node selec-
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tion. Note that nk = 1 in a region indicates that the number
of candidate nodes is low and there is the probability of
partitioning. This is because in this region, only one node
has been candidate to receive the message. Thus, sending
the message to this node needs more precision. Hence, if
the message is sent to a node that moves away from the des-
tination node (in the worst case, it moves in the opposite
direction to the destination node), the chance of sending
the message to the best other node is low, and therefore,
this transmission may be vain in the network. However,
nk > 1 indicates that congestion of nodes is relatively high
in the region, and the closer node to the destination node
for sending the message is better. In this case, even if this
node moves away from the destination node, there are some
chances for delivering the message to the other best node.
At the end, set CM is provided, where each item in this set
includes two entries as the selected neighbor node and the
relevant message.
To illustrate the importance of neighbor node selection,
consider the scenario displayed in Fig. 2a. Suppose car-
rier node A has messages M1, M2 and M3 in its buffer,
respectively, with destinations D1, D2 and D3. Node A
has made contact with three nodes B, C and F. Node A
has received the status of the nodes in response to Hello
messages for carrying message M1. Then, based on the
status of nodes, node A is noticed that node B has previ-
ously received message M1. Thus, either node C or node F
should be selected to carry message M1. Using the distance-
based method, node F with minimum distance to destina-
tion D1 is chosen as the forwarder node for message M1.
Based on the statuses of adjacent nodes, node A is also
noticed that only node C has not previously received mes-
sage M2. Hence, node A uses an angle-based method to
check whether node C moves toward destination D2 or
not. After calculating the angle between motion vector of
neighbor node C and distance vector of neighbor node C
to D2, node A realizes that node C moves completely in op-
posite direction to destination D2. Thus, M2 has no chance
to be delivered to D2 by node C. Therefore, node A must
still keep M2 in its buffer until the setup of an appropri-
ate contact. This avoids useless saving of a message in
buffer of node C. Similarly, the carrier node chooses the
best forwarder node for other messages in its buffer. Af-
ter preparing the set of ready contacts for receiving mes-
sages (as depicted in Fig. 2b), the phase 2 is started. The
carrier node sends the messages based on their priorities
to the appropriate nodes selected in the first phase (see
Subsection 3.2.2).
When a carrier node wants to select the best forwarder
node, it uses the location service for receiving the location
of the destination node. The carrier node decides to select
either the distance based method or the angle-based method
according to the number of candidate nodes. In the distance
based method, the carrier node obtains the position of the
destination node by location service in order to compute
the distance of the candidate node to the destination node.
In the angle-based method, the carrier node obtains the
(a)
(b)
D1
D1
D2
D2
M2
M2
M6
M6
M3
M3
M1
M1
M1
M1
M2
M2
M2
M2
M3
M3
M9
M9
D3
D3
A
A
F
F
C
C
B
B
F
B
transfer ready messages messages in buffer
Fig. 2. Neighbor selection scenarios: (a) neighbor node selec-
tion scenario in LDAOR and (b) contacts with messages ready to
transmit.
position of the destination node by location service in order
to compute the angle between the distance vector to the
destination node and the motion vector of the candidate
node.
In angle-based method an exactly prediction of direction
of vehicles is more complex in city scenarios due to high
number of branches. Therefore, LDAOR determines the
direction of a neighbor node by approximating the angle
between the velocity vector of the neighbor node and dis-
tance vector from the neighbor node to the destination node
(see Algorithm 3). If there exists any calculation error for
the angle, it surely depends on the received information
from the nodes that may depend on the error originated
from GPS. Therefore, if there is a GPS with low error,
LDAOR can calculate the angle according to the Eq. (1)
very well.
In this case, if the estimated angle is acute angle (i.e. below
90◦), then the neighbor vehicle is likely moving toward the
destination node. Actually, in LDAOR, vehicle direction
with respect to the destination node is important, not its
direction in each junction.
Let vehicle V be the only candidate node for receiving
the message. Then, the carrier node uses the angle-based
method for approximating the direction of vehicle V with
respect to the message destination. In this case, the mes-
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Algorithm 3: Angle-based method to evaluate a neighbor
node cn for a given message M
1: angle = tan−1
(
lcy− l px
lcx− l px
)
2: vx = speed× cos(angle)
3: vy = speed× sin(angle)
4: |~VN |=
√
v2x + v2y
5: Compute based on destination of message M
6: θ = cos−1
( −→
ND×~VN
|
−→
ND|× |~VN |
)
7: if (θ < 90◦) then
8: cn is chosen as forwarder node for the message
9: else
10: The message should still be kept in buffer
11. end if
sage is sent to a neighbor node V only if it moves toward
the message destination. Determining whether node V is
moving toward the message destination or not can be ob-
tained by calculating θ :
θ = cos−1
( −→ND×~VN
|
−→ND|× |~VN|
)
, (1)
where
−→ND is the distance vector from node V to the desti-
nation node of the message, and ~VN is the velocity vector
of node V. If θ < 90◦, node V is likely moving toward
the message destination, i.e., the message can be delivered
to it. Otherwise, when θ ≥ 90◦, node V moves away from
the destination node, and therefore, the message should be
held in the carrier node buffer until finding a better for-
warder node. This mechanism avoids delivering messages
to the nodes that do not move toward the destination. There-
fore, the network traffic decreases and buffers are not filled
with those messages that do not have any chance to be
delivered to their destinations.
Algorithm 4: Neighbor selection by distance-based method
for message Mk with destination dk
1: D = infinity
2: for each neighbor node cn do
3: dic = distance(cn, dk)
4: if (dic < D) then
5: D = dic
6: g = cn
7: end if
8: end for
9: return g
In distance-based method the multiple nodes are candidate
for receiving the message. In this case, the carrier node uses
the distance-based method (see Algorithm 4) for selecting
the best forwarder node. Hence, each candidate neighbor
node notifies its physical location inside a reply message
to the carrier node. Then, the carrier node computes the
distance of each candidate vehicle from its current position
to the destination node and selects the node with the small-
est distance to the destination node as the forwarder node.
Then, the carrier node delivers the message to the selected
forwarder node.
In short, among multiple candidate neighbor nodes, a node
is selected with the minimum distance to the destination
node of a given message. This method can relatively re-
move redundancy created by the flooding methods. In ad-
dition, delivering the message to the nodes that are closer
to the message destination can reduce delay.
3.2.2. Management of Buffer in a Carrier Node
(Phase 2)
Since it is assumed that nodes have limited buffers, their
overflows may happen and some important messages may
be lost. Hence, a mechanism should be provided for buffer
management so that the messages that are more likely
to reach their destinations are processed faster. On the
other hand, those messages with minimum chance of de-
livery to their destinations should be removed from buffers
when overflowing, i.e. the messages with minimum delivery
probabilities with hop counts exceeding a threshold. These
deleted messages are counted as lost messages. Therefore,
messages should be prioritized in buffer of each node. By
this, more space can be provided for future coming mes-
sages. In LDAOR, transmission opportunity is the same
for all messages at the beginning. However, when mes-
sage M1 has been transmitted for a number of times (i.e.
a message with high hop-count), message M1 should have
less priority in re-transmission compared with newly ar-
rived message M2. This is because message M1 has already
used network bandwidth and has not been successfully de-
livered yet. Hence, it is fair to service message M2. Still
message M1 has transmission opportunity in future. The
LDAOR tries to provide fairness for message transmission
opportunity. When two messages have the same hop count,
decision is made based on the status of the transmitter node
(as stated in the following). Therefore, messages will not
encounter bandwidth starvation under LDAOR.
Step 5 of phase 2. Consider a carrier node has made con-
tact with a given node. Under LDAOR, the carrier node can
send its traffic to the given node as long as the contact is
setup. Whenever the contact is shut down, the carrier node
computes the volume of transmitted traffic in that contact in
bytes. Note that, within the contact period, the carrier node
may transmit a number of messages or only a part of a mes-
sage. Then, the carrier node computes average transmitted
traffic ST among contacts as following. Consider a sliding
window of 10 last contacts set up by the carrier node. Let
Si be the volume of whole traffic transmitted in bytes within
the i-th contact in the sliding window, computed at the end
of the contact i. Let r (where r ≤ 10) denote the number
of contacts made within the sliding window. Then, ST is
computed by
ST =
1
r
r
∑
i=1
Si, if Si 6= 0 .
Prioritization of messages in LDAOR is performed by the
following rules. For prioritization of messages, we need to
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define parameter H as a threshold on hop-count of messages
in a given carrier node, which is the same for all messages
inside the carrier node buffer. Note that each node has its
own H at any time. This threshold is computed based on
the messages available in the carrier node buffer. Similar
to MaxProp, the LDAOR uses average transmitted bytes ST
and buffer size b to adjust threshold H. For this purpose,
the carrier node calculates parameter p using Eq. (2) (in
bytes) [9]:
p =


ST ST <
b
2
min(ST , b−ST )
b
2
≤ ST < b
0 b < ST
. (2)
A carrier node computes parameter p in Eq. (2) under two
situations since average number of transmitted bytes ST
may have changed:
• When the carrier node wants to send a message, it
must calculate p according to average transmitted
bytes ST . Then, it sorts the messages in its buffer
based on their hop counts. Finally, the node calcu-
lates threshold value H;
• When the carrier node wants to receive a message
while its buffer is full, it needs to re-calculate p.
Then, considering the threshold value, it removes
a low-priority message from its full buffer in order
to receive the new message.
Then, z items in set CM (obtained in phase 1) are sorted (in
ascending order) based on the hop-count of the messages.
Starting from the beginning of the sorted list CM, denote
the size of z messages by N1, N2, . . . , Nz. Now consider
the j-th message satisfies the condition ∑ ji=1 Ni > p, where
∑ j−1i=1 Ni ≤ p. Then, threshold H is set to the hop-count of
the j-th message plus 1.
After computing threshold H, the messages in CM are split
into two sections (similar to MaxProp): messages with
hop-count < H and messages with hop-count ≥ H. The
LDAOR mechanism determines the priorities for transmis-
sion of messages and deleting messages from the carrier
node buffer as displayed in Fig. 3. Notice at the left part
of Fig. 3, messages are first sorted based on hop-count,
and then based on distance of neighbor nodes to destina-
tions. In other words, if hop-counts of few messages are the
same, they are sorted based on the distance of their neigh-
bor nodes to their destination nodes. On the other hand,
the right part in Fig. 3 is sorted based on delivery prob-
ability. When delivery probability is the same for a few
messages, they are sorted based on distance of neighbor
nodes to destination nodes, as displayed in Fig. 3.
As stated in Subsection 3.1, hop-count of a message shows
the number of nodes the message has visited. By sort-
ing messages based on their hop-counts in a carrier node,
authors give high priority of transmission to those mes-
sages that have been generated newly and have visited small
High rank Low rank
Messages with hop-counts < H
Messages are transmitted
starting from here with
smallest hop-count
Messages are deleted
starting from here
Messages with hop-counts ³ H
Sorted first by hop-count and the
by distance of neighbor node to
destination
Sorted first by delivery probability
and the by distance of neighbor
node to destination
Fig. 3. The LDAOR priority mechanism for splitting messages
in CM.
number of nodes. Notice a message with high hop-count
shows that the network has attempted for a number of times
to deliver the message to its destination by passing through
a high number of nodes. However, the message has found
less chance of delivery and less importance.
Delivery probability for a forwarder node shows the number
of frequencies that the forwarder node has made contacts
with other nodes. When delivery probability is high for
a forwarder node, it shows that the delivering of messages
through that forwarder node is high. When a contact is
made between two nodes, delivery probabilities are updated
in both nodes, based on the method presented in [9].
Step 7 of phase 2. In this step, dic shows the distance be-
tween the selected forwarder node and the destination node
of message Mk, the notation hk denotes the hop-count of
message Mk, and dpk refers to the delivery probability of
the forwarder node assigned to message Mk. In each loop,
Step 7 evaluates two consecutive messages Mk and Mk−1
in CM. If hop-counts of both messages are smaller than
threshold H, their priorities are determined based on the
distance-based method, i.e. high priority for transmission
is given to the message that its relevant forwarder node has
smaller distance to its destination. The advantage of this
mechanism is that when a forwarder node has the smallest
distance to the destination, its relevant message is transmit-
ted at first. Then, the next messages are transmitted in se-
quence according to distances of their associated forwarders
to their destinations. This mechanism causes a message to
be located closer to its destination before its corresponding
forwarder node goes in a situation that is out of the com-
munication range of the destination. For example, consider
there are three messages M1, M2, and M3 in CM, where for-
warder nodes cn1, cn2, and cn3 have been assigned to carry
them, respectively. Consider hop-counts of messages M2
and M3 are smaller than H, and hop-count of message M1
is larger than H. Assume cn3 to be closer to destination of
message M3 than cn2 to destination of message M2. There-
fore, M3 is transmitted sooner than M2. After sending M2
and M3, the carrier node sends M1 due to its hop-count
greater than H. This mechanism can increase delivery rate
and can reduce delay in delivering messages to their des-
tinations.
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Table 2
Example for message transmission
Hop count 8 2 12 18 5 3 8 10 11 16 9 3
msgID 2 9 11 8 4 13 5 7 1 19 16 23
Message size 32099 55999 16558 432233 486776 52641 375477 189610 300743 336101 86929 254886
Table 3
Sorted messages
Hop count 2 3 3 5 8 8 9 10 11 12 16 18
msgID 9 13 23 4 2 5 16 7 1 11 19 8
Message size 55999 52641 254886 486776 32099 375477 86929 189610 300743 16558 336101 432233
On the other hand, for those messages with hop-counts
exceeding threshold H, the LDAOR assesses the delivery
probabilities of forwarder nodes to destination nodes. Then,
the message with the highest delivery probability is sent
to its forwarder node at first. Then, other messages with
smaller delivery probabilities are sent in sequence. If deliv-
ery probability of forwarder nodes of both messages is the
same, high priority for transmission is given to the message
that its relevant forwarder node has smaller distance to its
destination than the other forwarder node.
Let us consider as an example that there are 12 messages
available in the buffer of a carrier node (see Table 2),
and the carrier node has decide to send a message with
the highest priority. Let average transmitted bytes be ST =
3,047,877, and buffer size b = 5,000,000 bytes. Since b >
ST > b2 , we have p = min(ST , b− ST ) = 1,952,123 bytes.
Then, the messages are sorted based on their hop-counts
(see Table 3). Since the summation of messages sizes until
the message with msgID=19 is greater than p, the hop-
count of this message is chosen as our threshold with
H = 16 + 1 = 17. Now all the messages in the buffer are
split into two groups as depicted in Table 3, messages with
hop-count smaller than H at the left side of buffer, and the
messages with hop-count greater or equal than H at the
right side of buffer.
3.2.3. Complexity Analysis of LDAOR and other OR
Algorithms
The amount of transmitted information between nodes in
LDAOR is almost similar to MaxProp because it uses the
same mechanism for determining threshold as MaxProp,
but LDAOR considers location of nodes as well. Prophet
considers only the history of nodes contacts with the des-
tination node for determining both the best forwarder node
and priority of sending messages. The POR evaluates only
the location of each node with respect to the destination
node for determining both the best forwarder node and pri-
ority of messages.
Based on the distance-based and angle-based methods,
a carrier node at first evaluates only the value of current
location(x, y) and previous location(x, y). If a candidate
node is chosen as the best forwarder node, the carrier node
uses average transmitted bytes per transfer opportunity and
delivery probability list for prioritizing messages. If a car-
rier node selects a candidate node, it enters the message
prioritizing step and evaluates these two parameters. These
values are based on the history of contacts and history of
sending messages by this carrier node. It does not depend
on a special time, and therefore, it cannot be outdated. The
List of MsgIDs already sent is only kept in a node and it
is not transmitted between nodes.
The computational complexity of Epidemic is O(1) [8] due
to the lack of using any knowledge from the network. There
is no forwarder node selection in MaxProp and it only pri-
oritizes messages for transmission or removing from buffer.
Hence, the complexity of MaxProp is O(m× log2(m)),
where m is the number of messages available in a node
buffer. The MaxProp performs sorting twice for determin-
ing priority of messages. First for all nodes based on hop-
count, and then based on delivery probability for the right
part of a buffer.
Due to the process of selecting neighbor nodes in LDAOR,
its complexity is O(d) at phase 1, where d is the number of
neighbor nodes for a message. LDAOR also adjusts prioriti-
zation for sending and removing a message with complexity
O(m× log2(m)) in phase 2. Notice LDAOR performs sort-
ing twice; first, for all nodes based on hop-count, and then
based on delivery probability for the right part of a buffer.
Since for each message, only one neighbor node is selected,
the complexity of LDAOR becomes O(d×m× log2(m)).
Number of adjacent nodes d is small and this means that
the nodes that can send or receive messages correctly is
small because of instability of links [33], [34]. This is the
most important distinction in opportunistic networks com-
pared to other networks. In other words, the number of
contacts is low, i.e. the number of neighbor nodes, and not
the number of nodes in total [33], [34]. This is why there
is a store-carry and forward mechanism in opportunistic
networks.
Similar to LDAOR, the POR checks each one of its adja-
cent nodes for selecting the best forwarder node and also
determines priorities for messages. Thus, the complexity
of POR is the same as LDAOR. The Prophet counts the
number of times adjacent nodes have visited a given des-
tination node. Then, those nodes that have met the desti-
nation node of a given message more than the carrier node
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Table 4
Complexity of opportunistic routing algorithms
LDAOR MaxProp POR Epidemic Prophet
O(m× log2(m)×d) O(m× log2(m)) O(m× log2(m)×d) O(1) O(m× log2(m)×d)
itself are chosen as forwarder nodes. Next, the messages
are sorted in a descending order based on the number of
visits whose forwarders have met their destinations. Finally,
the messages are transmitted from the sorted list. For ex-
ample, consider there are three messages M1, M2, M3 in
the buffer of a carrier node, and the carrier node has found
that neighbor nodes cn1, cn2, and cn3 have met the destina-
tions of M1, M2, and M3, respectively, three, two, and five
times more than the carrier node itself. Then, the carrier
node first sends M3, followed by M1 and M2. Hence, the
complexity of Prophet is also O(d ×m× log2(m)). The
complexities of the algorithms are shown in Table 4.
Notice that updating transmitted bytes and computing the
threshold value is performed by simple arithmetic opera-
tions such as comparison and subtraction with complexity
O(1). In addition, the complexity of sorting messages in
a buffer is O(m× log2(m)), where m is number of mes-
sages in the buffer. For example, average contact ratio
per hour (obtained from 30 times simulation replications)
is 396.1364 in LDAOR and 395.7455 in MaxProp. Even
in the worst case, if all contacts send messages or delete
messages, it is not so big complexity for today’s advanced
processors.
Although the complexity of LDAOR seems to be higher
than the complexity of MaxProp and Epidemic, the number
of adjacent nodes is usually small in opportunistic networks
and O(d×m× log2(m)) can be approximately considered
as O(m× log2(m)), especially at low density traffic.
4. Performance Evaluation
The performance of LDAOR is compared with
Prophet [21], POR [18], Epidemic, and MaxProp [9] in
urban environments. The conducted performance evalua-
Fig. 4. The Helsinki city scenario in [33].
tion is based on the network model stated in Subsec-
tion 3.1. Simulations are performed using the Opportunistic
Network Environment (ONE) simulator [35], an open
source Java-based simulator designed for evaluation of
opportunistic networks and DTN routing algorithms.
To approach a real environment, three different types of
vehicles (private vehicle, bus, and taxi) with specific mo-
bility patterns are considered in the Helsinki map (see
Fig. 4). This map matches to considered urban features
stated in Subsection 3.1. Since Helsinki is one of the cities
that have good features including more branches (junc-
tions), it is widely used as benchmarking city in many ar-
ticles, e.g. [31], [36]–[39]. Private vehicles move based on
the Map-Based model developed in the ONE simulator. In
this model, each private vehicle randomly chooses a path
based on the city map to reach its destinations. Buses fol-
low predefined routes based on the Bus Movement model
so that when a bus reaches the end of its path, it moves
back to the beginning of the path. Similar to buses, taxis
move on predefined routes. Unlike a bus, a taxi can choose
the shortest path between the source and destination. Re-
call several vehicles are randomly selected as destination
of messages and other vehicles are selected as source ve-
hicles. Note that destination nodes can be considered as
Table 5
Parameter settings in ONE simulator
Network simulator ONE
Simulation area 4500×3400 m
Simulation duration 12 h
Message size Uniform (800 B, 500 KB)
Buffer size 5 MB
Data rate 2 Mb/s
Message TTL 300 min
Transmit range 200 m
Average speed Uniform (10, 50) km/h
Number of nodes
Dynamic (see Table 5)(taxi, bus, POV)
Taxi: MapRoute Movement
Mobility model Bus: Bus Movement
POV: MapBased Movement
Table 6
Number of different vehicles
Number of nodes 20 40 60 80 100
Bus 1 2 3 4 5
Taxi 2 4 6 8 10
POV 17 24 51 68 85
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Fig. 5. Traffic load of 1 packet/ Uniform(5, 15) sec under different densities: (a) end-to-end delay, (b) overhead ratio, (c) loss in buffers,
(d) delivery ratio, (e) aborted messages.
intermediate nodes for sending or receiving a message to
other destination nodes, and therefore, the number of inter-
mediate nodes is not less in the network.
Simulation parameters are shown in Table 5 and the num-
bers of different nodes are depicted in Table 6. In each
diagram, simulation results are plotted with 95% confi-
dence interval, where for each point 30 simulation repli-
cations have been done. Performance diagrams shown in
the following are all measured within simulation period of
12 hours.
Note that the original POR paper has not considered any
limitation for buffer of nodes. But, for simulating the algo-
rithms under the same situation in presented simulations,
authors consider buffer limitation for POR.
In the following evaluations, traffic load is expressed as the
Arrival of x packets
Uniform (y, z)
.
For example, in traffic load of one packet per Uni-
form (5, 15), inter-arrivals are computed from Uni-
form (5, 15) and in each inter-arrival one packet arrives
at a node. Similarly in traffic load of 5 packets per Uni-
form (1, 2), inter-arrivals follow the distribution of Uni-
form (1, 2) sec and in each inter-arrival five packets arrive
as a burst in a node.
The diagrams in Fig. 4 show the performance results under
traffic load of one packet/Uniform (5, 15) sec. As one can
see in Fig. 5a, when the density of the network is very
small, LDAOR has more end-to-end delay than Prophet,
POR, and MaxProp. This is because the number of nodes
that meet the criteria defined by LDAOR is small. However,
by increasing the density of vehicles in the network, end-
to-end delay of LDAOR declines so that LDAOR achieves
the best end-to-end delay when number of nodes becomes
greater than 40. Figure 4b shows that not only LDAOR
has the smallest overhead, but also its overhead is relatively
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Fig. 6. Traffic load of one packet/Uniform(1, 2) sec under different densities: (a) end-to-end delay, (b) overhead ratio, (c) loss in buffers,
(d) delivery ratio, (e) aborted messages.
flat. However, when number of nodes is very small, there is
almost no difference among the overhead of LDAOR, POR,
and MaxProp algorithms. This improvement on overhead
is due to the criteria defined by LDAOR to avoid flooding.
Results in Fig. 5c illustrate the traffic loss from buffers
when they overflow. The loss in LDAOR is less than other
routing algorithms under different network densities. This
is because of the fact that LDAOR mostly sends a mes-
sage to those nodes that have much chance of delivering
the message to its destination. Hence, the buffers are not
completely filled in vain. Therefore, there will be enough
space in buffers for saving those messages that have chance
of delivery to their destinations.
Notice that number of relayed messages (and as a result
the number of aborted messages) is more than the number
of generated messages due to message replication. In ad-
dition, the number of dropped messages (loss in buffers)
includes replicated messages. Hence, the values displayed
in Fig. 5a,c,e are high.
At the first sight it seems that flooding-based OR algo-
rithms should provide the highest delivery rate. However,
as Fig. 5d depicts, LDAOR not only has increased the de-
livery rate but also has avoided flooding of messages. The
delivery rate is rising when increasing network density. The
main reasons for increasing the delivery rate under LDAOR
compared to other algorithms are:
• a message in a buffer is only sent to those neighbor
nodes located in better positions with respect to the
message destination. Therefore, by preventing from
additional transmissions and receiving of messages,
bandwidth can be efficiently utilized and the oppor-
tunity for transmitting messages increases;
• priority for transmission of messages is provided
based on the physical locations of new forwarder
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Fig. 7. Traffic load of 5 packets/Uniform(1, 2) sec under different densities: (a) end-to-end delay, (b) overhead ratio, (c) loss in buffers,
(d) delivery ratio, (e) aborted messages.
nodes in addition to the history of contacts. By
this, neighbor nodes (with high delivery probability)
closer to the destination of a message can be selected
as forwarder nodes of that message.
In the following, performance evaluation is performed at
relatively higher traffic loads compared with Fig. 5. The
diagrams in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show performance results
under traffic load of one packet/Uniform(1, 2) sec and 5
packets/Uniform(1, 2) sec. By increasing traffic load, sig-
nificant differences can be achieved compared to Fig. 5.
For all routing algorithms, Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a depict sig-
nificant reduction in end-to-end delay compared to Fig. 5a.
Notice that by increasing traffic load, opportunity for trans-
mission of all messages saved in a buffer decreases, thus
reducing message delivery rate. Since message delivery
ratio decreases, only those messages that are easy to be
delivered quickly arrive at their destinations, thus reducing
delay. Recall end-to-end delay is only averaged over suc-
cessfully delivered messages. As it can be observed, end-
to-end delay under LDAOR is more than some protocols at
high traffic loads because determining a suitable node for
each message leads to more waiting time in buffers.
Results in Fig. 6b and Fig. 7b show that POR has more
overhead than other protocols. This is because POR only
chooses one forwarder node for all messages in a carrier
node buffer while their destinations could be different. Al-
though many messages are sent under POR, there may be
no chance for successfully delivering some of them by the
selected forwarder node. The LDAOR has the lowest over-
head since the messages are only delivered to appropriate
nodes, thus avoiding additional transmissions of messages.
Hence, buffer of nodes are less occupied and traffic loss in
buffers reduces in LDAOR as shown in both Fig. 6c and
Fig. 7c. As shown in Fig. 6c and Fig. 7c, by increasing traf-
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Fig. 8. Traffic load of 1 packets/Uniform(5, 15) sec under different buffer sizes: (a) end-to-end delay, (b) overhead ratio, (c) loss in
buffers, (d) loss ratio, (e) delivery ratio, (f) aborted messages.
fic load, loss in buffers increases compared to Fig. 5c. This
is because those messages that cannot be delivered should
still remain in buffers of nodes. On the other hand, new
traffic is always generated. Hence, buffers will overflow,
thus resulting in dropping more messages.
As aforementioned, message delivery rate reduces by in-
creasing traffic load (see Fig. 6d and Fig. 7d). As a result,
in order to fully utilize the maximum bandwidth, selecting
the best forwarder node for messages and their prioritiza-
tion finds importance. As it can be observed, the LDAOR
has the highest message delivery rate compared to other
protocols, as shown in Fig. 6d and Fig. 7d.
By limited number of transmitted messages compared to
more generated messages at high traffic load, the num-
ber of aborted messages goes down (compare Fig. 5e with
Fig. 6e and Fig. 7e). The LDAOR still experiences the
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least number of aborted messages compared to other rout-
ing protocols even at high traffic load, as shown in Fig. 6e
and Fig. 7e.
Figure 8 shows performance of network under different
buffer sizes in a VANET with 20 nodes. As it can be ob-
served, reducing the buffer size reduces delivery ratio due to
high limitation on buffer size. Notice when a buffer is full,
messages should be removed from the buffer. As a result,
a transmitted message may be removed from a buffer be-
fore being delivered to its destination. This issue increases
overhead and decreases delivery ratio. When the buffer size
reduces, the number of relayed messages reduces as well
since small number of messages can be saved in buffers.
Note the ratio of the number of dropped messages over
the number of relayed message increases, thus increasing
loss ratio (as shown in Fig. 8d). Since end-to-end delay
is computed based on successfully delivered messages to
their destinations, end-to-end delay also decreases because
of decreasing the delivery ratio.
5. Conclusion
The LDAOR method has been proposed for opportunistic
VANET in order to improve the performance of routing.
The idea behind this approach is to consider physical lo-
cation and direction of vehicles for choosing the best for-
warder node among multiple neighbor nodes. It has been
shown that LDAOR can provide better performances com-
pared to other conventional routing protocols even when
resources such as buffers are limited and traffic density is
high. The LDAOR reduces traffic loss, aborted messages,
and overhead ratio. On the other hand, it increases the
probability of successful message delivery. The LDAOR
provides smaller end-to-end delay at low traffic loads as
well. Although the delivery ratio and overhead in LDAOR
is not significantly different from MaxProp, but the differ-
ences between LDAOR and MaxProp in terms of end-to-
end delay, loss in buffers and aborted messages are consid-
erable. The complexity of LDAOR depends on the number
of neighbor nodes in each contact. However, the number
of neighbor nodes in opportunistic networks is not high in
practice.
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